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Subchapter S: Vive le Difference!

Roberta Mann*

No rational, reasonably well-informed tax professional would deliberately choose Subchapter S status over an LLC when there is a choice, and 99 percent of the time there is a choice . . . . The LLC is clearly the choice of the future if you are dealing with rational people, and most of the time we are dealing with rational people.1

INTRODUCTION

From 1958 to 1996, S corporations were the only business form to combine limited liability with reliable pass-through tax treatment. In 1996, the Treasury and the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) promulgated the “check-the-box” regulations, and LLCs, taxed as partnerships, became the darlings of the tax world. Is Subchapter S2 obsolete, or does it still serve a rational purpose in the economy? This Article will examine that issue, focusing on the comparison between S corporations and LLCs. The Article begins with a history of Subchapter S and the “check-the-box” regulations. Next, the Article will compare the arguments for and against repealing Subchapter S.

The chairman of the United States House of Representatives Ways and Means Committee, David Camp, published options for pass-through entity tax reform in March of 2013.3 One option (Camp Option 2) would repeal Subchapter S and replace it with a

---

unified tax regime for pass-through business entities. This Article will examine Camp Option 2 with a view to informing the reader whether to praise or bury it. Statistics appear to show that the number of S corporation returns is still increasing. Why are S corporations still being used, and do those reasons justify its continued existence? Perhaps the answer is political: politicians love small businesses and S corporation stands for “small business.” Ultimately, the answer to these questions may depend on whether politicians’ favorable view of small business is justified.

I. HISTORY

A. Subchapter S

In 1958, Congress enacted the first version of subchapter S. Subchapter S created the first limited liability entity without an entity level tax. The term “small business corporation” has been part of subchapter S since its original enactment. President Eisenhower proposed subchapter S to help small businesses. The stated goals of the original legislation, as proposed by the Senate, were (1) to permit “businesses to select the form of business organization desired, without the necessity of taking into account major differences in tax consequences”; (2) to remove the “double” tax on distributed earnings; and (3) to benefit small businesses by allowing shareholders to use corporate losses. The legislation limited the benefits of subchapter S to “small business” corporations by imposing a strict limitation on the

---

9 Id.
10 The President’s budget message of January 13, 1958, stated, “There are certain technical tax revisions which will give substantial benefits to small business, with a minimum loss of revenue and with no changes in tax rates.” 104 CONG. REC. 388, 389 (1958), reprinted in 1958 U.S.C.C.A.N. 5360, 5364.
number of shareholders. Originally, S corporations could have no more than ten shareholders, and that limit was strictly enforced by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS). In Revenue Ruling 77-220, three separate S corporations, each with ten shareholders, joined together in a partnership to operate a single business. The IRS found that the principal purpose for forming the three corporations was to avoid the ten-shareholder limitation and invalidated the S elections made by the three corporations. Revenue Ruling 77-220 has since been reconsidered by the IRS. In Revenue Ruling 94-43, the IRS decided that the separate S elections of the three corporations should be respected, stating that:

The purpose of the number of shareholders requirement is to restrict S corporation status to corporations with a limited number of shareholders so as to obtain administrative simplicity in the administration of the corporation’s tax affairs . . . . The fact that several S corporations are partners in a single partnership does not increase the administrative complexity at the S corporation level.

Somehow, between 1977 and 1993, “small” changed meaning. But it is unclear whether “small” ever had a significant meaning in the statutory context of subchapter S. The definition of S corporation has never referred to the value of assets held by the corporation or the amount of contributed capital, unlike some other tax provisions. Under current law, S corporations may have up to 100 shareholders, and members of a family may count as a single shareholder.

---

12 Technal Amendments Act of 1958 § 64.
13 Id.
15 Id.
16 Id.
18 Id.
20 See, for example I.R.C. §§ 1202(a)(1), (d)(1) (2012) (allowing a 50% exclusion from gain recognized on the disposition of “small business stock”), defining “qualified small business” as a corporation with aggregate gross assets less than $50,000,000, and I.R.C. §§ 1244(a), (c)(3)(A) (allowing an ordinary loss to be recognized on the disposition of “small business stock”), under which a corporation may only be treated as a “small business corporation” “if the aggregate amount of money and other property received by the corporation for stock, as a contribution to capital, and as paid-in surplus, does not exceed $1,000,000.”
21 I.R.C. § 1361(b)(1)(A), (c).
Professor Mirit Eyal-Cohen meticulously examined the history of the subchapter S provisions.22 She observed that there is no standard definition of “small business.”23 Whether a business is considered “small” may depend on the number of employees, number of owners, value of total assets or annual sales.24 Irrespective of the particulars of the definition, “[s]mall companies are the darlings of the business world. . . . [and] have semi-sacred status in the American political economy,” according to economist Martin Sullivan.25 Prior to the original enactment of subchapter S, the welfare of small companies was considered to be “a key condition for prosperity.”26 This view has only strengthened over time, as discussed by Eyal-Cohen.27 She notes, “small business has been constantly portrayed as the source of innovation and change—firms that by their mere existence generate new value and novel ideas. Size has turned into a pivotal benchmark to indicate business novelty and positive contributions to the economy.”28 Sullivan notes that “no politician of any persuasion wants to do anything but praise small businesses.”29

B. Limited Liability Companies and Check-the-Box

The political attractiveness of small businesses that spurred the enactment of subchapter S attaches with equal fervor to a newer business entity, the limited liability company (LLC).30 Like corporations, LLCs are creatures of state law.31 In 1977,
Wyoming was the first state to enact LLC legislation. At the time, the IRS decided how to tax business entities by applying the so-called Kintner regulations. The regulations identified four corporate characteristics: (1) continuity of life, (2) centralized management, (3) limited liability, and (4) freely transferable interests. If an entity had three corporate characteristics, it was taxed as a corporation. If it had two or fewer corporate characteristics, the IRS would disregard it for tax purposes if it had a single owner, or tax it as a partnership if it had more than one owner. The regulations intentionally made it more difficult to obtain corporate tax treatment. Until 1986, the corporate tax rate was significantly below the top marginal rate applied to individuals. Thus, wealthy individuals used corporations as tax shelters, keeping personal assets in the corporations and deferring individual tax liability. LLCs combined the limited liability of a corporation with the ability to avoid tax classification of a corporation because of lack of transferability, no centralized management, and lack of continuity of life. LLCs taxed as partnerships allowed flow through of tax losses and avoided the two layers of taxation experienced by corporate owners receiving dividends.

Despite these advantages, LLCs were not particularly interesting to tax planners until the Tax Reform Act of 1986

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Maximum Corporate Tax Rate</th>
<th>Maximum Individual Tax Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1954–1963</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1964</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965–1978</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979–1980</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981–1986</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>38.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988–1990</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991–1992</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993–2000</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>39.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>39.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>38.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003–2012</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>39.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

34 Treas. Reg. § 301.7701-2(a)(1).
36 See id.
reduced the top marginal tax rate applied to individuals to below the corporate tax rate. The Congressional Budget Office found that the reduction in the top individual rate and neutrality between individual and corporate tax rates “probably stimulated the growth of pass-through entities.” The interest in subchapter S peaked at about the same time. Florida was the second state to enact LLC legislation in 1982, but no other states followed suit until after the IRS ruled on the tax classification of LLCs in 1988. In Revenue Ruling 88-76, the IRS ruled that entities formed under the Wyoming LLC statute would be classified as tax partnerships because they lacked the corporate characteristics of continuity of life and free transferability of interests. By 1997, all fifty states had enacted LLC legislation.

1996 marked the most significant change in entity classification for tax purposes: the promulgation of the “check-the-box” (CTB) regulations. Whereas under prior regulations, the IRS determined the tax classification of a business entity by examining its corporate characteristics, the CTB regulations allowed non-corporate entities to elect their tax classification. The regulations solved problems for both the IRS and taxpayers. The IRS no longer needed to use resources to litigate or issue guidance on entity classification issues. Theoretically, taxpayers could save on tax advice regarding entity classification issues. Under the CTB regulations, all domestic entities that are not incorporated under state law are eligible to elect to be taxed as corporations. The CTB regulations also provide default rules for entities that do not make an explicit election: a domestic eligible entity is taxed under partnership tax rules if it has two or more owners and is disregarded for tax purposes if it has only one owner.

---

38 See Susan Pace Hamill, The Story of LLCs: Combining the Best Features of a Flawed Business Tax Structure, in BUSINESS TAX STORIES 295, 313 (Steven A. Bank & Kirk J. Stark eds., 2005) [hereinafter Hamill I] (“The rise of the LLC has been largely driven by tax considerations . . . .”).
40 Id. at 12–13 (“The number of S corporations rose by almost 37 percent between 1986 and 1987, the largest annual increase in such entities during the 1986-2007 period.”).
41 Florida Limited Liability Company Act, ch. 82-177, 1982 Fla. Laws 580.
43 Id.
46 See Field, supra note 33, at 464.
47 Id. However, as will be illustrated, the choice is still not all that simple.
48 Treas. Reg. § 301.7701-3(a) (as amended in 2006).
49 Treas. Reg. § 301.7701-3(b).
made up the majority of all partnerships (64.3%) in 2011. The number of domestic general partnerships has declined 24.9% over the past ten years.

The combination of the nationwide availability of the LLC entity form and the CTB regulations means that taxpayers can freely choose a business form that provides limited liability without the need for the formality of incorporation. The CTB regulations even allow taxpayers to choose S corporation taxation without incorporating under state law. The taxpayer need only form an LLC, then elect to be taxed as a corporation, then make another election to be taxed as an S corporation. Americans like choices, or at least we think we do. But while the availability of these options makes the alternatives simpler to obtain, it does not make it simpler to make the right choice. The next section will outline the differences between partnership and subchapter S taxation that taxpayers need to consider when choosing a business entity.

C. Comparison of Partnership and S Corporation Tax Provisions

I’m perfectly happy to say that anyone who puts in a structure that pays more tax than necessary is nuts.

Partnership tax provisions are flexible but complex to apply. S corporation tax provisions are restrictive but simple to apply. Each has advantages and disadvantages in particular situations. The following paragraphs explore a dozen differences in the taxation of partnership and S corporations.

---

51 Id. at 8.
53 “The United States was founded on a commitment to individual freedom and autonomy, with freedom of choice as a core value.” BARRY SCHWARTZ, THE PARADOX OF CHOICE: WHY MORE IS LESS 4 (2004). The book asked the question “Is [expanded] [choice [good or [bad]]? and noted that choosing well is difficult, and that unlimited choice “can produce genuine suffering.” Id. at 18, 47, 201.
54 The premise of another excellent book, Nudge, is that people are not necessarily good at making choices and that governments can use “choice architecture” to improve people’s chances of making the right decision. RICHARD H. THALER & CASS R. SUNSTEIN, NUDGE: IMPROVING DECISIONS ABOUT HEALTH, WEALTH, AND HAPPINESS 11 (2008).
56 Indeed, some commentators consider the existing partnership tax regime to be completely dysfunctional. See Andrea Monroe, Integrity in Taxation: Rethinking Partnership Tax, 64 ALA. L. REV. 289, 291 (2012).
1. Maximum Number of Equity Interests

Entities taxed as partnerships have no limit on the number of equity holders, but certain publicly traded partnerships lose the benefits of subchapter K and are instead taxed under subchapter C.\textsuperscript{57} S corporations can have a maximum of 100 shareholders, but members of a family, as defined, may be treated as a single shareholder.\textsuperscript{58}

2. Classes of Equity Interests

Entities taxed as partnerships have no limit on the types of equity interests—partners can be general, or limited, and can have special allocations for tax and distribution purposes, provided that tax allocations have substantial economic effect.\textsuperscript{59} S corporations cannot have more than one class of stock, although voting rights may differ.\textsuperscript{60} If the IRS finds that an S corporation has more than one class of stock, the corporation’s S election is terminated.\textsuperscript{61} If a shareholder has made a loan to the corporation and the loan is treated as equity under general principles of tax law, the loan will constitute a second class of stock.\textsuperscript{62}

3. Eligible Owners

Entities taxed as partnerships may have foreign owners, tax-exempt owners, corporate owners, partnership owners, trusts as owners—there are no restrictions on what or who may own a partnership interest. S corporation ownership, in contrast, is limited to individuals, estates, certain trusts, and certain charities.\textsuperscript{63} An S corporation cannot have a corporate shareholder or a foreign shareholder.\textsuperscript{64}

\textsuperscript{57} I.R.C. § 7704 (2012). Publicly traded partnerships are unlikely to fall within the usual conception of “small business.” However, even publicly traded partnerships can avoid corporate taxation if 90% of the gross income for the year consists of “qualifying income,” which is defined in § 7704(d) as income from interest, dividends, real property rents, gain from the sale or other disposition of real property, or certain natural resources. \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{58} I.R.C. § 1361(b)(1)(A), as modified by § 1361(c)(1).

\textsuperscript{59} I.R.C. § 704(b); Treas. Reg. § 1.704-1(b)(1)(i) (as amended 2013).

\textsuperscript{60} I.R.C. § 1361(b)(1)(D), (c)(4).


\textsuperscript{62} Treas. Reg. § 1.1361-1(b)(1)(y)(6) (as amended 2008). The regulations also provide a safe harbor (under which the debt will not be treated as a second class of stock) for “straight debt,” defined as “a written unconditional obligation, regardless of whether embodied in a formal note, to pay a sum certain on demand, or on a specified due date.” Treas. Reg. § 1.1361-1(b)(5). The debt must not provide for interest conditional on corporate profits, cannot be convertible into equity, and must be held by an individual. \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{63} I.R.C. § 1361(b)(1)(B), (c)(2), (c)(3), (c)(6) (2012).

\textsuperscript{64} I.R.C. § 1361(b)(1)(C) (2012).
4. Allocation of Income and Losses

Both partnerships and S corporations are “flow-through” tax entities. Neither a partnership nor an S corporation is liable for federal income tax—rather, the owners bear the tax liability for the activities of the entity. The income and loss generated by a partnership flows through to the partners in accordance with the partnership agreement, provided that the allocations have “substantial economic effect.”\textsuperscript{65} If the IRS determines that the allocations under the agreement fail the substantial economic effect test, the IRS will reallocate the items according to the partner’s interest in the partnership.\textsuperscript{66} Thus, partnership allocations are flexible, but not certain.

S corporation income and loss are allocated to the shareholders on a rigid, per share, per day allocation system.\textsuperscript{67} The income and loss are allocated pro rata unless a shareholder transfers all of her shares at a time other than the last day of the tax year. In that case, the shareholder who sells stock and the shareholder who buys the stock may make a “closing of the books” election, which would allocate a share of the income actually earned during the period of the year when the stock was owned by each shareholder.\textsuperscript{68} A closing of the books election may also be made when a single shareholder disposes of 20\% or more of the issued stock of an S corporation during any thirty day period\textsuperscript{69} or when the S corporation issues an amount of stock equal to at least 25\% of its previously outstanding stock to one or more new shareholders during any thirty day period.\textsuperscript{70}

5. Limitation on Losses

Both the partnership tax and S corporation rules limit the owner’s ability to deduct losses to the owner’s basis in entity.\textsuperscript{71} This rule necessarily fits with the overall flow-through taxation scheme. When income is allocated to an owner, the owner’s basis in the entity increases by the amount of the income.\textsuperscript{72} When losses or deductions are allocated to an owner, the owner’s basis in the entity decreases by the amount of the deduction.\textsuperscript{73}

\textsuperscript{65} I.R.C. § 704(b).
\textsuperscript{66} Treas. Reg. § 1.704-1(b)(1) (as amended 2013).
\textsuperscript{67} I.R.C. §§ 1366(a), 1377.
\textsuperscript{68} I.R.C. § 1377(a)(2).
\textsuperscript{69} Treas. Reg. § 1.1368-1(g)(2)(ii)(A) (as amended 2006).
\textsuperscript{70} Treas. Reg. § 1.1368-1(g)(2)(ii).
\textsuperscript{71} For the partnership limitation on losses, see I.R.C. § 704(d). For the S corporation limitation on losses, see I.R.C. § 1366(d).
\textsuperscript{72} For partnership basis adjustments, see I.R.C. § 705(a)(1). For S corporation basis adjustments, see 26 I.R.C. § 1367(a)(1).
\textsuperscript{73} I.R.C. §§ 705(a)(2), 1367(a)(2).
However, a partner’s basis in the partnership is also increased by the partner’s share of partnership debt.\textsuperscript{74} An S corporation shareholder can deduct losses up to his basis in the S corporation and his basis in any loan he has made to the S corporation.\textsuperscript{75} Courts have interpreted this provision narrowly.\textsuperscript{76}

6. Contributions of Property to the Entity

Both partners and S corporation shareholders can make tax-free contributions of appreciated property to the entity.\textsuperscript{77} However, S corporation contributions only qualify as tax-free if the transferors, in the aggregate, have control of the corporation.\textsuperscript{78} If a partner contributes property with a built-in gain or loss, when the partnership disposes of the property, the built-in gain or loss is allocated to the contributing partner, irrespective of any allocations in the partnership agreement.\textsuperscript{79} S corporation gain is allocated on a per share, per day basis, irrespective of who contributed the asset.

7. Distributions of Property

When an S corporation distributes appreciated property to a shareholder, gain is recognized as if the S corporation sold the property.\textsuperscript{80} The gain will flow through to the shareholders under the “per share, per day” allocation rule. While the general distribution rules for partnerships allow tax-free distribution of property, complex “anti-mixing-bowl” rules apply when property contributed by one partner is distributed to another,\textsuperscript{82} or when cash or other property is distributed to a contributing partner. For example, consider Partnership ABC in which Alice, Bridget, and Charlie each own 1/3 of the capital and profits interests. Alice contributes Asset 1 with a value of $100 and a

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{74} I.R.C. § 752. The partner’s increase in basis happens because § 752 treats an increase in partnership debt as a contribution to the partnership. I.R.C. § 722 provides that a partner receives basis for contributions to the partnership. The rules for allocating debt among the partners can be intensely complex, particularly in the case of non-recourse debt. See Treas. Reg. § 1.752-2 (as amended 2006) for partner’s share of recourse liabilities, and Treas. Reg. § 1.752-3 (2000) for partner’s share of nonrecourse liabilities.
\item \textsuperscript{75} I.R.C. § 1366(d)(1)(B).
\item \textsuperscript{76} See Estate of Leavitt v. Comm’r, 875 F.2d 420 (4th Cir. 1989) (denying a deduction for S corporation debt guaranteed by the shareholder).
\item \textsuperscript{77} See for partnerships, I.R.C. § 721(a) (2012). For S corporations, see I.R.C. § 351(a).
\item \textsuperscript{78} I.R.C. § 351(a). Control is defined in I.R.C. § 368(c) as 80% of all classes of stock entitled to vote plus 80% of all other classes of stock.
\item \textsuperscript{79} I.R.C. § 704(c)(1). For example, if a partner contributes property with a basis of $20 and a fair market value of $100, if the partnership later sells the property for $150, $80 of the $130 gain will be allocated to the partner, in addition to any gain allocated under the partnership agreement.
\item \textsuperscript{80} I.R.C. §§ 1371(c)(1), 311(b)(1).
\item \textsuperscript{81} See I.R.C. §§ 731–733.
\item \textsuperscript{82} I.R.C. §§ 704(c)(1)(B), 707(a)(2)(B), 737.
\end{itemize}
basis of $20. Bridget contributes $100. Charlie contributes Asset 2 with a value of $100 and a basis of $60. If Bridget receives a distribution of Asset 1 in exchange for her partnership interest, Bridget recognizes neither gain nor loss and will take Asset 1 at a $100 basis.\(^83\) Alice, however, will recognize $80 of gain.\(^84\) If, in the alternative, Charlie receives a $50 distribution from Partnership ABC within two years of contributing Asset 2, Charlie will recognize $20 of gain,\(^85\) even though under the usual rules of section 731, he would not recognize gain because the distribution is less than his basis in the partnership interest.

8. Transfer of Equity Interests

One of the most complex aspects of partnership taxation is the treatment of “hot assets.” When a partner sells a partnership interest (or in some cases, when the partner receives a distribution of partnership property), a portion of the gain recognized may be treated as ordinary income to the extent the property within the partnership is either unrealized receivables or substantially appreciated inventory.\(^86\) Partnership tax also provides an election to adjust the “inside” basis of partnership assets when a new partner joins the partnership.\(^87\) The section 754 election has the effect of reducing gain allocated to new partners upon the sale of existing partnership assets, as well as increasing depreciation deductions allocated to new partners with respect to existing partnership assets.

None of the foregoing applies to S corporations. Sales of S corporation stock or distribution of assets to S corporation shareholders do not affect the remaining assets in the S corporation. Sales of S corporation stock generally produce capital gain.\(^88\) Distributions from S corporations are not taxed to the extent the distribution represents previously taxed income.\(^89\) If the S corporation had previously operated as a C corporation, the rules are a bit more complex.\(^90\)

\(^83\) I.R.C. §§ 731(a)(1), 732(b).
\(^84\) I.R.C. § 704(c)(1)(B).
\(^86\) I.R.C. § 751 (2012). For example, an unpaid bill owed to a doctor by a patient is an unrealized receivable. § 751(c). Substantially appreciated inventory, for example, could be Nerf Blasters with a $45 value in a toy store that had paid $30 for each Nerf Blaster. § 751(b)(3) (fair market value exceeds 120% of the basis).
\(^87\) I.R.C. § 754.
\(^89\) I.R.C. § 1368(b).
\(^90\) I.R.C. § 1368(c).
9. Transfer of Interest as Compensation for Services

As noted in paragraph seven above, owners of partnerships or corporations may transfer property in exchange for ownership interests without immediate tax consequences. However, services are not considered property.\textsuperscript{91} If an S corporation shareholder provides services in exchange for S corporation stock, the shareholder will have ordinary income in the amount of the value of the stock.\textsuperscript{92} The same is true for the receipt of a capital interest in a partnership.\textsuperscript{93} But a partner may receive a profits interest in a partnership without immediate income recognition—because the profits interest is treated as having zero value.\textsuperscript{94} A capital interest in a partnership gives the holder a share of the proceeds of the assets of the partnership if the partnership were to be liquidated.\textsuperscript{95} A profits interest entitles the holder to a share of the profits of the partnership, if any.\textsuperscript{96} This feature of partnership taxation is an essential part of the compensation of hedge fund and private equity managers.\textsuperscript{97} The manager receives a profits interest in the fund as compensation for services. As the profits of the fund are mostly capital gains, the income is taxed at capital gains rates rather than as ordinary income.\textsuperscript{98}

10. Application of Employment Taxes

Partners must pay self-employment taxes on their share of net business income and guaranteed payments.\textsuperscript{99} S corporation shareholder-employees receive wages, are not subject to self-employment taxes, and avoid employment taxes altogether on non-wage distributions.\textsuperscript{100} The employment tax on an employee’s wages (FICA)\textsuperscript{101} and the self-employment tax on net earnings from self-employment (SECA)\textsuperscript{102} are imposed at the same rate and with the same earnings cap, but with the liability

\textsuperscript{91} I.R.C. § 351(d).
\textsuperscript{92} I.R.C. § 83(a) (2012). If the stock is subject to transfer restrictions or substantial risk of forfeiture, then the timing of the income will be delayed until the restrictions or risk of forfeiture lapse, unless the shareholder makes an election to immediately include the value of the stock in gross income.
\textsuperscript{93} Treas. Reg. §1.721-1(b)(1) (as amended 2011).
\textsuperscript{95} Id.
\textsuperscript{96} Id.
\textsuperscript{100} Id.; see also Willard B. Taylor, \textit{Payroll Taxes—Why Should We Care? What Should Be Done?}, 137 Tax Notes 983, 987 (2012).
\textsuperscript{101} I.R.C. § 3101 (2012).
\textsuperscript{102} I.R.C. § 1401.
for FICA divided equally between the employer and the employee.\textsuperscript{103} FICA is imposed on all wages received as remuneration for employment, while SECA is imposed on net earnings from a trade or business. The employment tax advantage of S corporations has been enjoyed by some prominent persons,\textsuperscript{104} leading others to call it a “loophole.”\textsuperscript{105} To achieve this loophole, the S corporation shareholder-employee would seek to minimize the amount received as “compensation.”\textsuperscript{106}

11. Real Estate Transactions

Property owners may hold property for investment and later decide to develop the property. To minimize tax liability, property owners seek to separate the investment function from the development function to recognize as long-term capital gain any portion of the gain attributable to the period for which they held the property for investment.\textsuperscript{107} To accomplish this goal, the property is initially held in an investment entity, which then transfers the property to a development entity.\textsuperscript{108} If the two entities have significant overlap in ownership, the development entity needs to be a corporation (including an S corporation) for the strategy to succeed. Partnership rules treat the gain on the transfer of property between related partnerships as ordinary income if the property would not be a capital asset in the hands of the transferee.\textsuperscript{109}

The foregoing clearly shows that there are differences between the taxation of LLCs and S corporations. However, it does not illustrate which type of entity would be best for small businesses. Assuming that Congress and policymakers will continue to support small business, that consideration should be paramount when assessing the effectiveness of tax reform. If S

\textsuperscript{106} Id.; see, e.g., Watson v. United States, 668 F.3d 1008, 1017 (8th Cir. 2012), aff’g 757 F. Supp. 2d 877 (S.D. Iowa 2010); see also U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, GAO-10-195, TAX GAP: ACTIONS NEEDED TO ADDRESS NONCOMPLIANCE WITH S CORPORATION TAX RULES 25 (2009). In the 2003 and 2004 tax years, the net shareholder compensation underreporting equaled roughly $23.6 billion, which could result in around $3 billion in total employment tax underpayments.
\textsuperscript{107} I.R.C. § 1221(a)(1). Capital asset does not include “property held by the taxpayer primarily for sale to customers in the ordinary course of his trade or business.” Id.
\textsuperscript{108} See Bramblett v. Comm’r, 960 F.2d 526, 534 n.2 (5th Cir. 1992).
\textsuperscript{109} I.R.C. § 707(b)(2).
corporations are better for the type of small business that policymakers want to support, then Congress should not repeal subchapter S. The next section will review the arguments for and against retaining subchapter S.

II. ARGUMENTS FOR AND AGAINST RETAINING SUBCHAPTER S

S corporations have had detractors and defenders since before LLCs became popular. The rhetoric heated up considerably after the promulgation of the CTB regulations. In 1999, the prestigious American Law Institute issued a study on the taxation of private business enterprise, which advised requiring most non-publicly held business entities to be taxed under a modified partnership tax system. While not specifically critical of subchapter S, Professor George Yin, one of the co-authors of the ALI study, explained that “[t]he elective tax treatment [of private firms under current law] undermines both equity and efficiency objectives for the income tax.” Yin explained that the ALI study did not use subchapter S as a model for conduit taxation “because of its entity tax features which seemed inconsistent with a conduit tax objective.” Yin praised subchapter S as “a remarkably coherent version of a simplified conduit system.”

Other commentators were not so flattering. In 1996, Professor Walter Schwidetzky argued that the ready availability of LLCs meant that subchapter S was “ready for retirement.” He opined, “An LLC has all the advantages of a partnership, and the potential simplicity of an S corporation. There is little about a

110 Compare Warren P. Kean, Comment, After the Facelift, Is Subchapter S Any More Attractive?, 46 LA. L. REV. 87, 131 (1985) (“The non-tax privileges of operating in the corporate form, as bridled by the restrictions in subchapter S, will in many instances be an insufficient counterpoise to warrant the small business corporation election.”), with Ronald Freeman, The Subchapter S Corporation Distributive System After the Subchapter S Revision Act, 62 TAXES 773, 787 (1984) (“Both taxpayers and their tax advisors should welcome these changes to the intricate Subchapter S system.”).


114 Id. at 173. Professor Phillip Postlewaite argued that the ALI study, while paying lip service to using subchapter K as a model, in fact created a modified subchapter S. Phillip F. Postlewaite, I Come to Bury Subchapter K, Not to Praise It, 54 TAX LAW. 451, 456 (2001).

plain vanilla LLC that makes it less foolproof than a plain vanilla S corporation.”116 Schwidetzky did not define a “plain vanilla LLC.” It may be that he was contemplating an entity without special tax allocations.117 However, even without special tax allocations, the Mom and Pop owners of the “plain vanilla LLC” would still be subject to the complex “anti-mixing bowl” provisions of Subchapter K, as well as the “hot asset” rules and the issue of how to determine allocations of basis with respect to LLC recourse and non-recourse debt.118 Thirteen years later, with subchapter S still stubbornly hanging on, Schwidetzky again urged Congress to pull the plug.119

Professor Jeffrey Maine, on the other hand, has been a staunch defender of subchapter S.120 Maine agrees with Schwidetzky that the taxation of pass-through entities should be consolidated, but Maine prefers a single pass-through regime based on subchapter S rather than subchapter K.121 With respect to the ALI study’s choice of partnership tax as a model, Maine considers the study’s rejection of the S corporation model as a misreading of the theory of corporate taxation.122 Examining the history of the corporate tax, Maine concludes that the taxation of corporations as entities developed because of the statutory benefit of limited liability, rather than the conception of the corporation as a “natural entity.”123 The incorrect adoption of an entity theory of taxation, in Maine’s view, doomed tax classification based on form and led inevitably to the CTB regulations.124 Maine asked, “If federal tax law views a corporation as independent of its shareholders, then why does federal tax law abandon the entity view with respect to both the formation of all corporations via § 351 and the operation of more

116 Id. at 637.
117 This seems likely from Schwidetzky’s later article. See Walter D. Schwidetzky, Integrating Subchapters K and S—Just Do It, 62 TAX LAW. 749, 768 (2009) (footnote omitted) (“But now Mom and Pop can use an LLC and have the benefits of partnership taxation, while operating out of a single entity that in most states is less burdensome to keep straight than a corporation. Further, in these closely held entities, the complexities of Subchapter K are mostly held in abeyance, so that the LLC is also a fairly simple entity for tax purposes.”).
118 Schwidetzky, supra note 117, at 810.
119 Id. at 813.
120 See Jeffrey A. Maine, Evaluating Subchapter S in a “Check-the-Box” World, 51 TAX LAW. 717, 763 (1998) (arguing on both practical and theoretical grounds that subchapter S has continuing utility in a check-the-box environment).
122 Id. at 243.
123 Id. at 244.
124 Id. at 244–46.
than half of all corporations via Subchapter S?"125 Maine advocates for entity taxation based on limited liability, rather than form.126

While the scholars debate whether Subchapter K or Subchapter S is the best model of small business taxation, taxpayers and practitioners continue to choose the form that best suits the business model.127 Clearly, S corporations continue to be a popular business entity. S corporations are the second most popular choice for businesses, after sole proprietorships.128 In 2009, S corporation tax returns comprised more than 70% of all corporate tax returns.129 There were almost a million more S corporation tax returns than partnership tax returns.130 Moreover, S corporations are still popular with small businesses. In 2008, S corporations with less than $100,000 in assets filed roughly 60% of the over 4 million total S corporation returns filed.131

Is it appropriate to eliminate taxpayers’ choice of pass-through regime? Does having a single pass-through tax regime really make it easier for taxpayers and practitioners? It is axiomatic that tax reform should produce results that improve economic efficiency, fairness, and administrability.132 But these considerations can be viewed from a variety of perspectives. Any time a choice is available, resources must be used in determining which choice to make. Field notes that “when an election is available, there are necessarily multiple possible tax outcomes, and thus taxpayers must analyze (and often incur the costs to obtain advice regarding) which alternative is preferable.”133 Schwidetzky agrees, stating that “[h]aving two pass-through regimes is inefficient.”134 On the other hand, it may be more economically efficient for a particular business to operate in one or other taxing regimes; thus, losing the ability to choose may be inefficient from the perspective of the taxpayer. Schwidetzky further argues that having two pass-through regimes is unfair to taxpayers, because wealthy taxpayers are more likely to be

125 Id. at 248.
126 Id. at 271.
128 JCT, supra note 23, at 3.
129 Id. at 5.
130 Id.
131 Id. at 5, 7–8.
133 Field, supra note 33, at 474–75.
134 See Schwidetzky, supra note 117, at 811.
well-advised and thus obtain the best tax results from their choice of entity. Taking that advice to an extreme, a head tax would be the most fair tax of them all, because well-advised taxpayers would have no advantage. Yet few tax scholars would advocate for a head tax on fairness grounds. Administrability could be viewed from the perspective of the government who needs to enforce the tax system or from the standpoint of the taxpayer who needs to comply with the system. The government may prefer to have a single pass-through tax regime, thereby saving resources in training, compliance, and enforcement efforts. On the other hand, taxpayers will weigh the savings in compliance costs against the loss of the ability to choose the best entity for their business, a choice that could save much more over the long term.

The government has identified compliance issues with both S corporations and partnerships. The Government Accountability Office (GAO) issued a report in 2009 outlining S corporation compliance issues. S corporation shareholders understated income, overstated deductions, overstated basis, and understated shareholder-employee compensation. The last issue resulted in $23.6 billion in net underpaid wage compensation to shareholders for the 2003 and 2004 tax years. S corporations have the ability to characterize business profits as either salary or shareholder flow-through income, allowing shareholder employees to “minimize their employment tax obligations by paying themselves low salaries.” This so-called S corporation loophole made the hit list of tax targets for elimination in 2013. Reducing shareholder-employee compensation to avoid employment taxes has become even more popular since the 2010 health care reform law both increased the Medicare payroll tax and exempted S corporation business income from the tax. The
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135 Id.
136 On efficiency grounds, yes.
137 See GAO, supra note 106.
138 Id. at 12.
142 Id.; I.R.C. § 1411; see Looney, supra note 105, at 865. The critics of the purported S corporation loophole have generally focused on the fact that non-wage distributions from 'personal service S corporations' may be one of the few paths to receive income untouched.
proposal was estimated to raise between $10 billion and $15 billion in increased tax revenue over ten years. However, the budget compromise approved at the end of 2013 contained no tax provisions at all, so it is uncertain when, if ever, this proposal will become law.

Partnership tax compliance issues, on the other hand, are so vast and varied that this Article could not even begin to scratch the surface. The peculiar flexibility of the partnership tax system, allowing flexible allocations of deductions, tax indifferent partners, allocations of deductions, and loss based on non-recourse debt, makes partnerships an essential part of many corporate tax shelters. As Professor Lawrence Lokken wrote, “partnership allocations can be used to divorce tax consequences from economic consequences.”

III. CHAIRMAN CAMP’S SMALL BUSINESS TAX REFORM: IN CONTEXT

Chairman Camp’s small business tax reform discussion draft contains two options: Option 1 retains Subchapter S and Subchapter K, with tweaks. Option 2 replaces Subchapter S and Subchapter K with a unified pass-through regime. Focusing on the more radical Option 2, I will summarize the provisions to facilitate the following discussion about why Congress wants to support small business and what type of small business Congress wants to support. Then we will be prepared to consider how best to meet those goals.

from the FICA tax, the self-employment tax, and on the new net investment income tax imposed under section 1411.

Id. at 896.

143 McPherson, supra note 141, at 591.


145 See Monroe, supra note 56, at 291–94; see generally Postlewaite, supra note 114.


148 See WAYS & MEANS DISCUSSION DRAFT, supra note 3.
A. Option 2

The unified pass-through tax regime of Option 2 would apply to any partnership and any eligible corporation that elects to be treated as a pass-through entity.\footnote{149} Any corporation is eligible to make the election except for those which are (1) publicly traded, (2) a financial institution that uses the reserve method of accounting for bad debts, (3) an insurance company subject to tax under Subchapter L, or (4) a domestic international sales corporation (DISC) or former DISC.\footnote{150} The technical explanation follows this description with this statement: "Thus, a pass-through corporation does not include... ineligible corporations under present law subchapter S."\footnote{151} However, the current law’s definition of an eligible S corporation also provides that the corporation must be domestic.\footnote{152} Under Option 2 as drafted, a foreign corporation could elect pass-through treatment.\footnote{153} Option 2 also requires that entity to withhold taxes from the owner’s distributive share of pass-through income.\footnote{154} The remainder of the analysis of Option 2 will attempt to follow the categories used in the prior discussion of the differences between Subchapter K and Subchapter S.

1. Maximum Number of Equity Interests

Option 2 does not limit the number of owners. Present law Subchapter S limits the number of shareholders to 100. Present law Subchapter K allows partnerships with over 100 partners to use a modified allocation system if the partnership makes an election.\footnote{155}

2. Classes of Equity Interests

Like Subchapter K, Option 2 does not limit the number of classes of entity interests. Present law Subchapter S allows only one class of equity interest.

3. Eligible Owners

Like Subchapter K, Option 2 does not limit the eligible owners. For example, an eligible pass-through entity could have

\begin{itemize}
\item \footnote{149} Technical Explanation, supra note 3, at 42–43.
\item \footnote{150} Id. at 43. Present law treats certain publicly traded partnerships as corporations, disallowing pass-through taxation. I.R.C. § 7704 (2012).
\item \footnote{151} Technical Explanation, supra note 3, at 43.
\item \footnote{152} I.R.C. § 1361(b)(1).
\item \footnote{153} Ways & Means Discussion Draft, supra note 3, § 703; Technical Explanation, supra note 3, at 43.
\item \footnote{154} Ways & Means Discussion Draft, supra note 3, § 701; Technical Explanation, supra note 3, at 42.
\item \footnote{155} I.R.C. §§ 771–776.
\end{itemize}
a publicly traded corporation or a non-resident alien\textsuperscript{156} as an owner.

4. Allocation of Income and Losses

Here, Option 2 differs from both present law Subchapter K and Subchapter S. Under Option 2, the owner's distributive share of income and losses must be consistent with the owner's economic interest in the pass-through entity.\textsuperscript{157} This appears to be an attempt to simplify the substantial economic effect test under section 704(b) and the voluminous regulations thereunder. As the draft specifies that the owner's economic interest is to be determined by all the facts and circumstances, it is unclear how much simplification this rule would provide.\textsuperscript{158} The ownership agreement may not provide different distributive shares of pass-through items within a particular category to the same owner. The categories are (1) ordinary items, (2) capital gain rate items, and (3) tax credits. It is unclear whether this rule is intended to apply during the entire time the owner has an equity interest or year by year.\textsuperscript{159} The draft directs the Treasury to write regulations preventing avoidance of this restriction, another potential source of intense complexity.

5. Limitation on Losses

Like present law Subchapter K and S, Option 2 limits the owner's ability to use pass-through losses to the owner's basis in the entity.\textsuperscript{160} The owner's basis in the entity is determined in a manner similar to Subchapter K and Subchapter C.\textsuperscript{161} The draft is silent on how entity level debt is included in the owner's basis, but it appears to import principles similar to those in Subchapter K.\textsuperscript{162}

\textsuperscript{156} Under present law, S corporations need not worry about section 1441 source withholding, as they may not have foreign owners.

\textsuperscript{157} \textit{Ways & Means Discussion Draft, supra} note 3, § 712; \textit{Technical Explanation, supra} note 3, at 45.

\textsuperscript{158} “[I]n light of the uncertainties in applying the partners’ interest in the partnership rule under current law, what makes the drafters of Camp’s proposals think the concept of economic interests will be simple for small businesses to apply?” \textit{Jackel, supra} note 4, at 1366.

\textsuperscript{159} See \textit{Taylor, supra} note 4, at 1054.

\textsuperscript{160} \textit{Ways & Means Discussion Draft, supra} note 3, § 712(e).

\textsuperscript{161} \textit{Id.} § 713.

\textsuperscript{162} \textit{Id.} § 752. See \textit{Jackel, supra} note 4, at 1364 (“The discussion draft would extend to passthrough corporations the principles of section 752 regarding the allocating of debt to and from partnership and partners. However, the proposal does not explain how the shares of the entity’s debt are allocated to the owners under the Option 2 system.”).
6. Contributions of Property to the Entity

Option 2 allows tax-free contributions of appreciated property to the pass-through entity, like Subchapter K, and does not include a control requirement, like Subchapter S. 163

7. Distributions of Property

Option 2 adopts a Subchapter S approach with respect to the distribution of property to an owner of the entity. Like Subchapter S, Option 2 requires the recognition of gain in the amount of the difference between the entity’s basis in the property and the fair market value of the property. 164 The owner will not recognize gain or loss (other than the owner’s distributive share of the gain recognized in the previous sentence) if the owner’s basis in the entity is more than the fair market value of the distribution. However, like Subchapter K, pre-contribution gain or loss will be allocated to the contributing owner. This rule seems to adopt the worst of both of Subchapter S and K. Like Subchapter S (and Subchapter C), appreciated assets can go in tax-free, but face a tax when removed from the entity. Like Subchapter K, owners must keep track of pre-contribution gain and face “mixing bowl” rules.

8. Transfer of Equity Interests

The draft adopts the Subchapter K rules on termination of a pass-through entity, which provide that the passthrough is terminated if the entity’s operations cease, or if within a 12-month period there is an aggregate sale or exchange of at least 50% of the pass-through interests. Pass-through interests are generally treated as capital assets, but look-through rules similar to the “hot asset” rules of Subchapter K apply. 165

9. Transfer of Interest as Compensation for Services

The draft does not address this issue. Several commentators thought that the draft contemplated the continued availability of profits interests. 166

10. Application of Employment Taxes

The draft does not address this issue. 167

163 WAYS & MEANS DISCUSSION DRAFT, supra note 3, § 721(a).
164 See I.R.C. § 311(b)(1) (2012); see also I.R.C. § 1371(a).
165 See Yin, supra note 4, at 361 (explaining that “[t]he discussion draft appears to retain the substance of § 751(b)” and “Section 751(b) is an extremely complicated provision” with a compliance rate of 2.5%); TECHNICAL EXPLANATION, supra note 3, at 55; I.R.C. § 751(b)(3).
166 Jackel, supra note 4, at 1365; Taylor, supra note 4, at 1057.
11. Real Estate Transactions

Option 2 adopts the Subchapter K rule treating the gain on the transfer of property between related partnerships as ordinary income if the property would not be a capital asset in the hands of the transferee.

Option 2 does not cover all possible issues relating to pass-through entity taxation, which is unsurprising, as it is meant to be a starting point for discussion. Commentators generally viewed the draft as a good start, but clearly there are many unresolved issues. Practitioner Willard B. Taylor found that “[t]he great merit of option 2 is that in positing the elimination of subchapter S, it requires us to focus on whether the differences between subchapters S and K make any sense and on whether there are simpler ways to treat passthroughs than those in existing subchapter K.” Professor George Yin has questioned whether the concept of a single tax system for pass-through entities makes sense. He noted,

Uniformity places considerable pressure on the specific rules selected and if there are broad differences in the taxpayers subject to the single set of rules, there is significant risk that the uniform system will produce an "unhappy combination: rules still too complicated for the less sophisticated and too imprecise and manipulable for the more sophisticated."

Yin argued that taxpayers should be able to choose to surrender “some economic flexibility in exchange for a simpler set of tax rules and reduced compliance costs.” While advocating for two tax systems for passthroughs, Yin advised that current law should be modified to limit differences between the two systems to those that relate to simplification and compliance. Yin’s suggestions seem practical and consistent with the classic goals of tax reform. Moreover, even though Yin suggested eliminating
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167 See Taylor, supra note 4, at 1057.
169 See, e.g., Jackel, supra note 4, at 1363 (“[T]he draft provides a good starting point for the tax reform debate.”).
170 Taylor, supra note 4, at 1058.
172 Id.
173 Id.
differences that solely create tax advantages, practitioners would likely approve of the trade-off.\textsuperscript{174}

Practitioner Stewart Karlinsky has observed that “[b]ecause the administrative burden and complexity of the tax system disproportionately affect small business, the ability to choose a simpler business entity form is an important nontax advantage.”\textsuperscript{175} He cited two important simplification advantages of S corporations: the required per share, per day allocation rule for income and losses and the lack of built-in gain and loss rules which apply in partnership tax, which complicate the tracking of which assets are sold and to whom the gain or loss should be allocated.\textsuperscript{176} Yin suggested the change that Karlinsky viewed as most significant for simplification: inclusion of entity level debt in owner’s basis.\textsuperscript{177} Yin has also suggested eliminating differences in employment tax consequences and in the taxation of distributions.\textsuperscript{178}

B. Why the Focus on Small Business?

You wanna go where people know, people are all the same, you wanna go where everybody knows your name.\textsuperscript{179}

Chairman Camp’s discussion draft press release puts small business squarely in the picture. The purpose of the proposal is stated as “to help strengthen the economy by helping small businesses expand operations . . . and increase wages and benefits.”\textsuperscript{180} The press release quoted Camp: “More Americans get their paycheck from small businesses than any other type of business or government. If we really want to strengthen our economy and put more money in the pockets of American workers, we must fix the tax code and how it treats small businesses” and “[t]he tax code ought to be easier to understand and less expensive for small businesses to comply with . . . . That is my goal for comprehensive tax reform – a simpler, fairer tax code that leads to more jobs and higher wages.”\textsuperscript{181} The two-page press release uses the term “small business” fifteen times.\textsuperscript{182}

\textsuperscript{174} Id.
\textsuperscript{175} Karlinsky, \textit{supra} note 127, at 356.
\textsuperscript{176} Id.
\textsuperscript{177} Yin, \textit{supra} note 4, at 359; Karlinsky, \textit{supra} note 127, at 357.
\textsuperscript{178} Yin, \textit{supra} note 4, at 359.
\textsuperscript{180} \textit{Press Release, House Comm. On Ways & Means, supra} note 168 (emphasis added).
\textsuperscript{181} Id. (emphasis added).
\textsuperscript{182} Id.
The virtue of small businesses is a deeply held cultural belief. Professor Mirit Eyal-Cohen drew this picture: “We patronize them daily; they are builders, mechanics, and retail stores. They are the local laundry, the neighborhood hairdresser, and the corner bakery.” Small is beautiful, and big is scary. In the view of Congress, “small business is the engine which drives our economy.” Still, the love expressed by Congress for small business fails to define small business. What does Chairman Camp mean by “small business”? Martin Sullivan has noted, with support from the Treasury, that “[i]t is common practice for politicians and the press to use the term ‘small business’ to describe pass-through businesses.”

While it is true that most small businesses enjoy pass-through tax treatment, it is not true that all pass-through entities are small businesses. The Office of Tax Analysis (OTA) of the Treasury Department found that 18% of partners own firms that are not small—defined as having gross receipts in excess of $10 million. Six percent of S corporation shareholders own shares in large businesses. Using passthrough as a proxy for small business is hopelessly circular. Pass-through tax treatment has been justified as helping small business. But if businesses that are eligible to receive pass-through tax treatment are per se small, “small” has no meaning.

Having logically eliminated eligibility for pass-through tax treatment as an appropriate definition for small business, the next question is what type of small businesses does Congress want to support. The Camp press release appears to equate small businesses with jobs. “[T]he unchallenged conventional economic wisdom is that small businesses are the source of most
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183 Eyal-Cohen I, supra note 7, at 6. You can almost hear the theme song from the long-running television series Cheers.
184 Richard J. Pierce, Jr., Small is Not Beautiful: The Case Against Special Regulatory Treatment of Small Firms, 50 ADMIN. L. REV. 537, 538 (1998) (noting that the myth that small is good and big is bad is deeply rooted in our cultural beliefs).
186 See Sullivan, supra note 25, at 1085.; see also Knittel, supra note 30, at 2.
187 JCT, supra note 23, at 5, 7–8. In 2008, 60% of S corporations had less than $100,000 in assets and almost half of partnerships had less than $100,000 in assets. Id. at 5.
188 Knittel et al., supra note 30, at 17.
189 Id.
190 Small businesses have trouble accessing capital, therefore they must be relieved from the burden of double taxation. See Eyal-Cohen I, supra note 7, at 21 (“Taxes reduced their main source of financing, because small businesses did not enjoy easy credit and remained unable to fill their needs for growth and expansion through borrowing.”).
job creation.” However, it is also untrue that most small businesses are job creators. When the data is controlled for the age of the business, it becomes clear that new businesses create jobs, not small businesses. The researchers have concluded that “policies targeting firms based on size without taking account of the role firm age [plays] are unlikely to have the desired impact on overall job creation.”

Another study found that most small businesses, defined as firms with fewer than twenty employees, do not grow significantly, but rather start small and stay small. Small businesses are mainly lawyers, doctors, real estate agents, shopkeepers, restaurants, and skilled craftspeople. Not only do these businesses not grow, they don’t want to grow. Only a small fraction of businesses are started by founders who have a new idea, but those innovative businesses do seek expansion and create jobs. The study found that businesses that seek venture capital are more likely to grow than other small firms. These studies suggest a path forward for policymakers seeking to encourage job creation. Rather than subsidize small business, Congress could focus its efforts on entrepreneurial business. But that advice is well beyond the scope of this Article, which seeks to determine whether Subchapter S should survive.

**CONCLUSION**

Perhaps Congress is wrong about small businesses being job creators and it should not seek to use scarce resources to help them. Nonetheless, Congress seems to want to help small businesses. Does Subchapter S help small businesses? Sullivan wrote, “If Congress really wants to help all small businesses, its best course of action would be to reduce compliance costs.” Karlinsky argued, “[T]he simplicity of a small business doing
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194 Id. at 29.


196 Id. at 29–31 (noting that those who start a business for non-pecuniary reasons are less likely to want to grow, to want to innovate, and to actually innovate).

197 Id. at 29–30.

198 Id. at 5.


200 See Sullivan, *supra* note 7, at 270 (“Tax incentives should be targeted to the subset of small businesses that are fast-growing and innovative.”).

201 Id.
business as an S corporation is part of its charm and utility.” As we have learned, whether a business is eligible for pass-through tax treatment is not a good proxy for the size of the business. Although the rules of Subchapter S do not limit the size of the business, as defined by assets or income, most S corporations are small in terms of assets. Although S corporations can have up to 100 shareholders, the vast majority have three or fewer. Yin has concluded that a unified pass-through tax regime would risk failing to meet the needs of both sophisticated and unsophisticated taxpayers. While certainly not perfect, Subchapter S is significantly simpler than Subchapter K. While a simple LLC could avoid running afoul of partnership special allocation rules, it is hard to avoid the complexity of Subchapter K. If an owner contributes assets with pre-contribution gain or loss, the assets must be tracked. If the business has substantially appreciated inventory or unrealized receivables, and makes a distribution, then the taxpayers must attempt to comply with section 751, an extremely complicated provision known as the “Achilles heel of subchapter K.”

From a tax administration perspective, Subchapter S has minimal abuse potential, except for employment taxes. Subchapter S already requires taxation of gain on the distribution of assets, as recommended by Yin. With stock ownership restricted to U.S. individuals, S corporations cannot participate in the sort of tax avoidance facilitated by multinational corporations’ use of hybrid entities.

Subchapter S is a valuable and simple tax system for small businesses. Minor changes to the Subchapter S regime could improve compliance and make life easier for S corporation shareholders. The employment tax difference between partnerships and S corporations should be eliminated, either by imposing employment tax on all net business income allocated to
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202 Karlinsky, supra note 127, at 355.
203 See JCT, supra note 23, at 5, 7–8.
204 U.S. GOV'T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, supra note 106, at 4.
205 Yin, supra note 171, at 359.
207 Yin, supra note 171, at 361 (internal citation omitted).
S corporation shareholders, or by allowing LLC members and limited partners to limit the income subject to employment taxes to reasonable compensation. S corporation shareholders should be allowed to increase their basis for loss deductions by debt within the S corporation. Because allocations of income and loss are based on ownership of a single class of stock, allocations of debt would be similarly simple under Subchapter S.\textsuperscript{210}

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{209} The first alternative would likely improve compliance, according to the GAO. See U.S. GOVT ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, supra note 106, at 33.  
\textsuperscript{210} Much of the complexity in section 752 relates to special allocations under section 704. See LAURA E. CUNNINGHAM & NOEL B. CUNNINGHAM, THE LOGIC OF SUBCHAPTER K: A CONCEPTUAL GUIDE TO THE TAXATION OF PARTNERSHIPS 1, 15 (3d ed. 2006) (explaining how section 752 relates to and complicates Subchapter K).}